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Discovering ‘meaningful’ spaces in life or working on messages discovered in a 
certain specific space is one of my own way of art creation. Space has always been a 
main issue in plastic art. But how to combine artwork with specific space environment 
and how to discover and use space are what artists should explore in real practice. 
While making art work, I mainly concentrate on the following to discover and analyze 
space: specific space, presented space, represented space and interactive space. 
If an artwork is seen as a symbol, only placed in an appropriate space can it 
strongly transfer the meaning that an artist wants to convey. Our living space is 
composed with numerous life symbols. With the development of the society we 
always create different cultural symbols and use them to express lives. As a way of 
expression to generalize and concentrate, artwork plays a very important role in life; 
with symbolic language it continuously deconstruct our life and meanwhile ourselves. 
It develops with the continuous development of the time and art, always conveying 
messages from the era within a specific time and space. Just like anything that has life, 
art can’t grow without its environment. Therefore in the process of art creation, only 
by studying various spaces related to the creation and letting artwork and space 
interact with each other can the artwork powerfully convey various messages brought 
about to us by the era and life. 
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一  特定的空间 





























图 1 谢利·奈谢特（Shirin Neshat）《狂
喜》 
                         













































中的符号是我在创作中始终要面对的挑战。 图2  维娜  《混搭》 摄影   2006 
                         
① 李黎阳. 塔皮埃斯论艺[Z]. 人民美术出版社, 2002 年 1 月第 1 版, 第 47 页 

































































































































































































































                         
① (法) 卡特琳·格鲁. 姚孟吟译. 艺术介入空间：都会里的艺术创作[M]. 桂林：广西师范大学出版社，
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